Doctoral Programme in Human Sciences

BASIC EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Approved by the Doctoral Board on July 14, 2016:

1st year
1. draft of the research project by 6 months (end of March); complete version* by the end of the first year
2. draft of a review on the “state of the art” of the research topic
3. progress report on first year training activities and complete version* of the research project. The research project will be evaluated by the supervisor(s) and a reviewer. Presentation of the project to the Doctoral Board by the end of September

2nd year
1. abstract submitted to an Italian or International Congress, with reviewers’ comments and letter of acceptance; presentation at Congress
2. self-organized seminar aimed to present and discuss the ongoing research project with two reviewers- experts in the research field, from other Universities. As an alternative, a second oral presentation at International Congress documented by reviewers’ comments on submitted abstract, and letter of acceptance
3. one paper submitted: essay article or chapter for curriculum in Philosophy; review or research protocol or article or chapter for curricula in Education and Psychology
4. progress report on second year training activities, experience abroad, and progress in the research project. Your progress in the research project will be evaluated by your supervisor(s) and a reviewer. Presentation to the Doctoral Board by the end of September

3rd year
1. presentation at International Congress documented by reviewers’ comments on submitted abstract, and letter of acceptance
2. a second essay article (Phil curr) or research article (Edu-Psy curr) submitted
3. 1st version of the PhD dissertation + abstract (in Italian and English; the 1st version of the PhD dissertation will be sent for evaluation to external reviewers) + final report on the 3-year PhD research activities and experience, by 2 months from the end of the PhD programme (the deadline, around the end of November-beginning of December, will be communicated by the PhD Office)